Qua, Stanley Elroy (1880–1965)  
Election: 1936, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Massachusetts  
Supreme Judicial Court  
Residence at election: Lowell, MA  
Career description: Lawyer; Jurist

Quack, Martin (1948–)  
Election: 2017, FHM  
Affiliation at election: Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich  
Residence at election: Zürich, Switzerland  
Career description: Chemist; Educator  
Current affiliation: Same

Quake, Stephen R. (1969–)  
Election: 2014, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Stanford University; Howard Hughes Medical Institute  
Residence at election: Stanford, CA  
Career description: Biophysicist; Applied physicist; Bioengineer; Inventor; Educator; Research institution scientist  
Current affiliation: Same

Quandt, Richard Emeric (1930–)  
Election: 1994, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Princeton University  
Residence at election: Princeton, NJ  
Career description: Economist; Educator  
Current affiliation: Same

Quandt, William B. (1941–)  
Election: 2004, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: University of Virginia  
Residence at election: Charlottesville, VA  
Career description: Political scientist; Research institution staff member; Educator  
Current affiliation: Same

Quarton, Gardner Cowles (1918–1990)  
Election: 1967, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Residence at election: Cambridge, MA  
Career description: Psychiatrist; Neurobiologist; Educator; Research institution administrator

Quasimodo, Salvatore (1901–1968)  
Election: 1962, FHM  
Affiliation at election: Giuseppe Verdi Conservatory  
Residence at election: Milan, Italy  
Career description: Writer (poet); Educator; Editor; Translator

Quasten, Johannes (1900–1987)  
Election: 1978, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Catholic University of America  
Residence at election: Washington, DC  
Career description: Clergy member; Theologian; Educator; Academic administrator

Quate, Calvin Forrest (1923–)  
Election: 1982, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Stanford University  
Residence at election: Stanford, CA  
Career description: Engineer; Educator  
Current affiliation: Same

Quelch, John A. (1951–)  
Election: 2017, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: University of Miami  
Residence at election: Coral Gables, FL  
Career description: Academic administrator; Public health and policy expert; Educator  
Current affiliation: Same

Querido, Andries (1912–2001)  
Election: 1974, FHM  
Affiliation at election: University of Leiden  
Residence at election: Leiden, Netherlands  
Career description: Physiologist; Medical scientist; Educator

Quetelet, Lambert Adolphe Jacques (1796–1874)  
Election: 1837, FHM  
Affiliation at election: Brussels Royal Observatory  
Residence at election: Brussels, Belgium  
Career description: Astronomer; Statistician; Educator; Research institution administrator

Quinby, William Carter (1877–1952)  
Election: 1934, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Harvard Medical School; Peter Bent Brigham Hospital  
Residence at election: Brookline, MA  
Career description: Surgeon; Educator

Quincy, Edmund (1808–1877)  
Election: 1868, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Dedham, MA  
Residence at election: Dedham, MA  
Career description: Reformer (abolitionist); Author; Editor

Quincy, Josiah (1772–1864)  
Election: 1803, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Boston, MA  
Residence at election: Boston, MA  
Career description: Lawyer; Member, U.S. House of Representatives; Academic administrator

Quindlen, Anna Marie (1952–)  
Election: 1996, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: New York, NY  
Residence at election: New York, NY  
Career description: Journalist; Columnist; Writer (fiction writer, essayist)  
Current affiliation: Same

Quine, Willard Van Orman (1908–2000)  
Election: 1949, Fellow  
Affiliation at election: Harvard University  
Residence at election: Cambridge, MA  
Career description: Philosopher; Educator
Quinn, Helen R. (1943-)
Election: 1998, Fellow
Affiliation at election: Stanford University
Residence at election: Stanford, CA
Career description: Physicist; Research institution staff member
Current affiliation: Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Quinn, John Albert (1932-2016)
Election: 1992, Fellow
Affiliation at election: University of Pennsylvania
Residence at election: Philadelphia, PA
Career description: Chemical engineer; Educator

Quinn, Philip L. (1940-2004)
Election: 2003, Fellow
Affiliation at election: University of Notre Dame
Residence at election: Notre Dame, IN
Career description: Philosopher; Educator

Quint, David Louis (1950-)
Election: 2008, Fellow
Affiliation at election: Yale University
Residence at election: New Haven, CT
Career description: Literary scholar; Educator
Current affiliation: Same

Quirk (Baron), Charles Randolph (1920-2017)
Election: 1995, FHM
Affiliation at election: University of London
Residence at election: London, England
Career description: Language and literary scholar; Educator
London